
England
GIBSON’S GIN PINK

”A strawberry gin delight”

Story The first pink gins were consumed in the mid-19th century, when
the drink was in vogue in English society. 19th century pink gin was made with
sweet gin by adding a few drops of Angostura bitter, which gave the drink its
colour. Gibson’s Pink Gin has been upgraded to the taste of the 21st century. In
addition to juniper berries, herbal spirits, natural strawberry aromas as well as
rose petal aromas have been added to dry distilled gin.

Producer Gibson’s Gin is an authentic London Dry Gin crafted in
England using carefully selected grains distilled in the traditional manner. It
undergoes a meticulous process where alcohol vapors are infused with
juniper berries, coriander, angelica root, and orange peels according to a
unique recipe, followed by liquidation. The solution is left to rest for several
hours, then diluted to bottling strength and cold stabilized before being
bottled. The result is an excellent cocktail-friendly beverage, France’s best-
selling, among the top 10 in the EU, and exported to 50 countries. La
Martiniquaise, a French company, owns Gibson’s Gin, which has received
numerous gold medals and consistent acclaim for its exceptional value. In
2019, the bottle of Gibson’s Gin was updated to emphasize the product’s
authenticity and British heritage. Both sides of the bottle feature the product
name in relief, and the label edges display the design elements of the United
Kingdom flag. The bottle itself is sleeker and taller, presenting a more
regulated and tailored appearance. Simultaneously, the Gibson’s Gin recipe
was slightly refined to add more sophistication and citrus notes to the
beverage.

COLOR Bright Pink

AROMA Pure notes of strawberry, juniper berry, in addition, a hint of
rose-leaf

TASTE Medium-bodied and warm. In addition to strong notes of juniper
berries, you can detect coriander, angelica and orange peel

WINE TYPE Gins
MANUFACTURER Gibson's
ALCOHOL CONTENT 37,5%

PACKAGE SIZE 6 bottle(s)
BOTTLE CLOSING Screw

cap
BOTTLE SIZE 0,7 l
PRODUCT
NUMBER

114039
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